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Review by Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Great costuming, towering sets with rich details and a compelling story help make "Alexander the Great" 

a sword and sandal classic. But it's the acting and political intrigue of the yarn that is what's important 

here rather than the sword play and battle scenes. Rest assured there's plenty of the latter- after all, this 

is about a voracious conqueror- but that stuff is somewhat stiff. Rather, the deep hatreds and ambitions 

that the characters reveal as they interact are what continue to fascinate. 

 

There's the deep chasm between young Alexander and his father, Phillip, the King of Macedonia, for 

example. Envy, distrust and cold disregard flow between them as the old king meets the inevitable 

future. Phillip is a forminable king and it is easy to see how an arrogant, intelligent and ambitious young 

man would be jealous. It seems that it is Phillip who unites Greece after years of warfare and it is his 

ambition to take the fight to the Persian empire right next door. It is Alexander who steps in to solidify 

what Phillip has accomplished and to go that next step further to challenege Persia, once Phillip is 

assassinated. 

 

There is another relationship - between upstart king Alexander and the great Persian ruler Darius- that 

takes jealousies and blanket hatreds to the highest level.   

 

But other relationships also bear the strain of warrior ambition. Alexander's close friends fall by the 

wayside as his campaign to conquor the world progresses. Alexander personally sticks one in the back 

with a spear during an arguement. Pretty soon, he has no friends and doesn't have much luck with the 

women either. Everyone is telling him his ego is getting in the way of making prudent decisions, so he 

gets rid of them when they stand in his way. 

 

Apparently it seemed important to the Greeks to have their names resound through history and 

Alexander did accomplish that- we're talking about him now more than two thousand years later. But 

I'm not so sure just how "great" Alexander was, at least according to this portrayal. 



 

Directed by Robert Rossen...1956...136 min...featuring Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, 

Danielle Darrieux, Peter Cushing. 


